
Leture 8Analyti ompati�ation and modular formsMarius van der Put and Jaap TopDepartment of Mathematis, University of GroningenP.O.Box 800, 9700 AV Groningen, The Netherlandsmvdput�math.rug.nl and top�math.rug.nl1 The lassial modular urvesAs a motivation for the analyti onstrution of the Drinfeld modular urves wereview the analyti onstrution of the lassial modular urve orrespondingto full level n with n 2 Z; n � 3. This urve, onsidered as an aÆne urve overthe �eld of omplex numbers C , will be denoted by Y (n).The omplex valued points of Y (n) are in one to one orrespondene withthe isomorphy lasses of the pairs (E; �), where E denotes an ellipti urveover C ; E[n℄ := fe 2 E j ne = 0g is the group of the n-torsion points and� : n�1Z2=Z2! E[n℄ is an isomorphism of groups.Every ellipti urve E over C has the form C =� where � � C is a lattie ofrank two. Two latties �1 and �2 de�ne isomorphi urves if and only if thereis a onstant  2 C � with �1 = �2. Moreover the group of the n-torsion pointsof E an be identi�ed with ( 1n�)=� � C =�. Consider now the setZ := (C n R) �Gl(n�1Z2=Z2):This an be interpreted as the disjoint union of 2 �#Gl(n�1Z2=Z2) opies of theupper half plane H := fz 2 C j im(z) > 0g. The group Gl(2;Z) ats on thisspae by� := � a b d � 2 Gl(2;Z) ats on (�; �) 2 Z as �(�; �) = (a� + b� + d ; ~��);where ~� denotes the image of (�t)�1 (i.e. the inverse of the transposed matrix)in Gl(n�1Z2=Z2).To a point (�; �) 2 Z we assoiate a pair (E; �). Let f� : Z2! C denote themap given by f� (a; b) = a� + b. This map extends to a Q-linear map Q2 ! C .Then E = C =f� (Z2) and� := n�1Z2=Z2 �! n�1Z2=Z2 an! E[n℄;
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where an denotes the anonial map indued by f� . It an be seen that theorresponding map Z ! Y (n) is surjetive and that two elements (�1; �1) and(�2; �2) have the same image in Y (n) if and only if there exists a � 2 Gl(2;Z)with �(�1; �1) = (�2; �2). In other words we have found a bijetionGl(2;Z)nZ! Y (n):This onstrution indues on Y (n) the struture of a Riemann surfae. Let�(n) denote the subgroup of Gl(2;Z) onsisting of the matries � suh that � isongruent to the identity matrix modulo n. Clearly �(n) is a normal subgroupof Sl(2;Z). The ation of �(n) on Z leaves every omponent of Z (setwise)invariant. Let us write C n R as H � f�1g. Then �(n)nZ an be identi�edwith (�(n)nH) � f�1g � Gl(n�1Z2=Z2). This spae has to be divided outby the ation of the subgroup �(n)nGl(2;Z) of Gl(2;Z=nZ) �= Gl(n�1Z2=Z2),onsisting of the matries with determinant �1. The ation of this �nite groupon the olletion of the omponents, i.e. on the set f�1g � Gl(n�1Z2=Z2), isfaithful. The ation of an element � of this �nite group on the fator f�1g ismultipliation by the determinant of � and the ation on the seond fator isleft multipliation by ~�. Let � denote the �nite set Sl(2;Z)nGl(2;Z=nZ). Oneeasily sees that � is isomorphi to the group (Z=nZ)�, whih has ardinality�(n). From the above one derives an isomorphism(�(n)nH)� �! Y (n):The Riemann surfae Y (n) has therefore �(n) onneted omponents.In the lassial literature the (aÆne) modular urve with full level n is oftende�ned as the quotient �(n)nH. This quotient is known to be the analyti�ationof an aÆne urve over C . The (omplex valued) points on this (more restrited)urve orrespond to the isomorphy lasses of the pairs (E; �) with � a \sym-pletive isomorphism". Our de�nition of Y (n) is a �nite disjoint union of �(n)opies of an aÆne irreduible urve.2 An analyti moduli spaeWe reall the standard notations p; q; A;K;K1;C whih are used here:p is a prime number and q is a power of it; K is a funtion �eld in one variableover Fq ; a plae 1 of K, alled the plae at in�nity, is hosen; A is the subringof K onsisting of the elements whih have no poles outside 1; the ompletionof K with respet to the plae 1 is written as K1; the ompletion of the alge-brai losure of K1 is denoted by C. The degree deg(a) of a nonzero elementa 2 A is hosen suh that a 7! �deg(a) is the normalized additive valuation2



assoiated with the plae 1.We remark that A;K;K1;C are analogues of Z;Q;R; C . The analogue ofthe omplex upper half plane (more preisely, of C nR) is the rigid analyti spae
, whih is de�ned over K1. This is Drinfeld's upper half plane introdued inleture 6. By abuse of notation 
 will also denote the set 
(C) = C nK1.As we have seen, any Drinfeld module of rank two over C an be obtainedfrom an A-lattie � � C of rank two. We reall the de�nitions and the on-strution (see also leture 3):1. An A-lattie � of rank two is a �nitely generated A-submodule of C suh that� is disrete as subset of C and suh that K 
A � has dimension two over K.For two A-latties �1;�2 of rank two we de�ne Hom(�1;�2) to be the additivegroup of the  2 C suh that �1 � �2. This makes the set of A-latties of ranktwo in C into a ategory.2. Let � be an A-lattie of rank two. One assoiates to this lattie the funtione� : C! C, given by the formulae�(z) = z Y�2�;� 6=0(1� z� ):e� is an entire funtion on C and has an expansionPn�0 (�)nzqn . This fun-tion is a surjetive Fq-linear map : C ! C and its kernel is �. The induedisomorphism of groups C=� ! C is atually an isomorphism of rigid analytispaes.3. The homomorphism� : A! C! C=� �=! Cindues a new A-module struture on C for whih C is a Drinfeld module ofrank two over C. The de�nition of � implies that for any a 2 A; a 6= 0 the map�a(z) has the form P2 deg(a)n=0 (�; a)nzqn . By onstrution �a(e�(z)) = e�(az).Let D(�) denote this Drinfeld module. For a homomorphism Hom(�1;�2) onehas an indued map  : C=�1 ! C=�2 and as a onsequene a homomorphismD() : D(�1)! D(�2) of Drinfeld modules.4. The funtor D is an equivalene of the ategory of the A-latties of rank twoin C with the ategory of the Drinfeld A-modules over C of rank two.5. Sine A is a Dedekind ring and � has no torsion it follows that � is aprojetive module of rank two. Suh a module is isomorphi to Y = A � N3



where N is a projetive module of rank one. The lass group of A (or Piardgroup Pi(A)) is �nite and an be represented by a �nite set of nonzero idealsfN1; : : : ; Nsg of A. In the sequel we will suppose that Y has the form A � Nfor some N 2 fN1; : : : ; Nsg.6. An A-lattie � will be alled of type Y if � is isomorphi to Y as an A-module. The orresponding Drinfeld module D(�) is also alled of type Y . Letn 6= 0 be an ideal of A. A (full) level n-struture on an A-lattie � of ranktwo and of type Y is given by an A-linear isomorphism n�1Y=Y ! n�1�=�. A(full) level n-struture on a Drinfeld module � : A ! C over C and of type Yis de�ned to be an A-linear isomorphismn�1Y=Y ! f 2 Cj�a() = 0 for all a 2 ng:The last set is easily seen to be the image of n�1� � C under the map e�.One obtains in this way a 1-1 orrespondene between the level n-strutures on� and on D(�). Hene the operation � 7! e� indues an equivalene betweenthe ategory of the A-latties of rank two in C with level struture n and theategory of the Drinfeld A-modules of rank two over C with level n-struture.Some ommentsWe note some di�erenes with the lassial situation. First of all C ontainsA-latties of any rank beause C is an in�nite extension of K1. Moreover ranktwo latties are in general not free sine Pi(A) an be nontrivial. As a on-sequene we will have to onsider a Drinfeld modular urve for eah elementin Pi(A). Finally, the rigid analyti spae 
 is onneted and C n R has twoomponents.Our aim is to desribe the set of equivalene lasses of A-latties in C withlevel struture n. Fix a hoie for Y = A � N and a level n. For ! 2 
 oneonsiders the map f! : Y ! C, given by f!(a + n) = a! + n. This map ex-tends to a K-linear map f! : K 
 Y ! C. Then � = f!(Y ) and the mapn�1Y=Y ! n�1�=�, indued by f!, de�ne an A-lattie of type Y with levelstruture n.In this way, every equivalene lass of A-latties of type Y in C is obtained.The obvious homomorphism Gl(Y )! Gl(n�1Y=Y ) is in general not surjetive.This has the onsequene that the map from 
 to the equivalene lasses ofA-latties of type Y and with level n is not surjetive. We onsider the map
�Gl(n�1Y=Y )! A-latties of type Y and with level ngiven by (!; �) 7! � = A! +N and with the level struture given byn�1Y=Y �! n�1Y=Y f!! n�1�=�:4



The last isomorphism is the one indued by f! de�ned above.The ation of the group Gl(Y ) on 
�Gl(n�1Y=Y ) is de�ned by the formulag(!; �) = (g(!); ~g�), where ~g denotes the image of (gt)�1 (i.e. the inverse of thetransposed map) in Gl(n�1Y=Y ). It is easy to verify that two elements (!1; �1)and (!2; �2) de�ne equivalent A-latties of type Y and with level n, if and onlyif there is a g 2 Gl(Y ) with g(!1; �1) = (!2; �2).Let Gl(Y; n) denote the kernel of the map Gl(Y ) ! Gl(n�1Y=Y ). One anverify that Gl(Y; n) onsists of the � suh that ��1 maps Y into nY . Put � :=Gl(Y )nGl(n�1Y=Y ). Then the quotient Gl(Y )n(
�Gl(n�1Y=Y )) an also bewritten as a �nite disjoint union over the � 2 � of the quotients (Gl(Y; n)n
)��.Thus we have shown:Proposition 2.1 The set of Drinfeld A-modules of rank two with type Y andlevel n over the �eld C is parametrized byGl(Y )n(
�Gl(n�1Y=Y )):This rigid analyti spae is isomorphi to (Gl(Y; n)n
)�� where � denotes the�nite set Gl(Y )nGl(n�1Y=Y ).This result is the �rst step in showing that the rigid spaeMY (n) := (Gl(Y; n)n 
)� �is a moduli spae (in the rigid analyti ategory) for the Drinfeld modules oftype Y and level n.We note further that the homomorphism Sl(2; A)! Sl(2; A=n) is surjetive. Itfollows from this that the groupGl(2; A)nGl(2; A=n) is isomorphi to (A=n)�=F�q .Thus the number of onneted omponents of the spaeGl(2; A)n(
�Gl(2; A=n)) =(Gl(A2; n)n
)� � is equal to #� = #(A=n)�=F�q .To show that MY (n) is the desired moduli spae, one has to onstruta universal Drinfeld module (of type Y and level n) above it. This will beobtained from the onstrution of a Drinfeld module above 
 � Gl(n�1Y=Y )(of type Y and with level n) and then dividing out the ation of the groupGl(Y ).Write again Y = A �N . To a point ! 2 
 we have assoiated the lattieA! +N and the \ Carlitz exponential" of the lattiee(!; z) = z Y�2A!+N; � 6=0(1� z� ):This funtion is holomorphi in the two variables ! and z. It has a onver-gent expansion Pn�0 e(!)nzqn , where the e(!)n are holomorphi funtions on5




. For a 2 A; a 6= 0, the funtion �a(!; z), whih is de�ned by the equality�a(!; e(!; z)) = e(!; az), is also holomorphi in the two variables and has theexpansion �a(!; z) =P2 deg(a)n=0 e(!; a)nzqn with respet to the variable z.Line bundles (rigid analyti or algebrai) above a spae X an be either de�nedas a sheaf on X whih is loally isomorphi to the struture sheaf or as a spaeL! X whih is loally isomorphi to a produt X �C. The latter desriptionwill be used now sine it is more onvenient. The trivial analyti line bundleL above 
 � Gl(n�1Y=Y ) is 
 � Gl(n�1Y=Y ) �C. (In fat any analyti linebundle above 
 � Gl(n�1Y=Y ) is trivial.) For any a 2 A; a 6= 0 the map�a : (!; �; z) ! (!; �; �a(!; z)) is an endomorphism of this line bundle. Thisde�nes the Drinfeld module above 
�Gl(n�1Y=Y ).As usual the group Gl(Y ) operates on 
 by� a b d �! = a! + b! + d :We extend this to an ation on the trivial line bundle L by� a b d � (!; �; z) = (a! + b! + d ;� a b d ��1�; (! + d)�1z):We note that Gl(Y ) is the subgroup of the matries of Gl(K) satisfying:a; d 2 A; b 2 N�1;  2 N and ad� b 2 A�.For  = � a b d � 2 Gl(Y ) one has the following formulas:(! + d)e((!); (! + d)�1z) = e(!; z) and(! + d)�a((!); (! + d)�1z) = �a(!; z):The �rst formula is orret sine the left hand side and the right hand sideof the formula have expansions whih start with z and the kernels of the twoFq-linear maps are A! + N . The formula onerning �a(!; z) is a onse-quene of the �rst formula. One an now easily verify that the Drinfeld module� : A ! End(L) above 
 � Gl(n�1Y=Y ) ommutes with the ation of Gl(Y )on L.The next step is the division of the Drinfeld module 
�Gl(n�1Y=Y ); L; �by the group Gl(Y ). Here we have to make a general remark about moduli.For the existene of a moduli spae for ertain objets it is neessary that theobjets have no automorphisms (di�erent from the identity). In our situationthis means that no A-lattie of type Y and level struture n has an automor-phism di�erent from the identity. The automorphisms (and endomorphisms) of6



an A-lattie of type Y (and of Drinfeld modules) are disussed in the letures1,3 and 5. One an show that for a level struture n suh that the dimensionof the Fq-vetor spae A=n is large enough the A-latties with level n-struturehave no automorphisms. This ondition on the A-latties of type Y with leveln an be translated into:The group Gl(Y ) has no �xed points on 
�Gl(n�1Y=Y )or into the equivalent statement:The group Gl(Y; n) has no �xed points for its ation on 
.The standard example.For A = Fq [T ℄ and n generated by a (moni) polynomial of degree � 1, theondition above is satis�ed.In the following we will assume that the group Gl(Y; n) has no �xed pointson 
. Then 
�Gl(n�1Y=Y ) and L an be divided by Gl(Y ) and one obtainsa (rigid analyti) line bundleGl(Y )nL! Gl(Y )n
�Gl(n�1Y=Y ):Sine � is equivariant for the ation of Gl(Y ) one obtains a Drinfeld modulewith level n-struture above the spae Gl(Y )n(
�Gl(n�1Y=Y )).Theorem 2.2 Suppose that the group Gl(Y; n) has no �xed points for its ationon 
. Then the Drinfeld module above the rigid spae Gl(Y )n(
�Gl(n�1Y=Y ),onstruted above, is the universal one for type Y and level n in the ategory ofthe rigid spaes over K1.Before indiating a proof we return to the \standard example".The standard example. Put A = Fq [T ℄ and � = Gl(A2). The funtione(!; z) = zY(1� za! + b) =Xn�0 e(!)nzqnsatis�ese(!; z) = z(1�Xm�1 smzm(q�1))�1; with sm = X(0;0) 6=(a;b)2A2(a! + b)m(1�q):One �nds this formula by alulating ddz e(!;z)e(!;z) = 1e(!;z) and by observingthat P(0;0) 6=(a;b)2A2(a! + b)�k is 0 for k > 0 and k not divisible by q � 1.7



The formula implies that e(!)1 = s1 and e(!)2 is some polynomial in s1; : : : ; sq+1.Write �T (!; z) = Tz + 1(!)zq + 2(!)zq2 . From �T (!; e(!; z)) = e(!; Tz)it follows that1(!) = e(!)1(T q � T ) and 2(!) = e(!)2(T q2 � T )� e(!)q+11 (T q � T ):The 2(!) is invertible on 
 and we an form the expression j(!) = 1(!)q+12(!) .This expression is a holomorphi funtion on 
 and is invariant under the ationof Gl(A2). Hene j indues a holomorphi funtion j : �n
! C. This map isa bijetion.Indeed, the set �n
 parametrizes all Drinfeld A-modules of rank two overC. Suh a Drinfeld module is haraterized by the �T = T + 1� + 2�2. Thepolynomials T+1�+2�2 and T+d1�+d2�2 de�ne isomorphi Drinfeld modulesif and only if there exists a  2 C� with �1(T + 1� + 2�2) = T + d1� + d2�2.This last ondition is equivalent with q+112 = dq+11d2 . This proves the statement.One an prove a stronger result, namely :Proposition 2.3 Let A1;anK1 denote the aÆne line over K1, onsidered as arigid spae over K1. Then j : PGl(2; A)n
! A1;anK1 is an isomorphism.Proof. The spae PGl(2; A)n
 has been identi�ed with the aÆne line over K1(see leture 7). Any point b 2 Fq2 n Fq is a zero of the funtion 1(!). It anbe alulated that it is a zero of order one. The stabilizer in PGl(2; A) of b is ayli group of order q + 1. Let � 2 PGl(2; A)n
 denote the image of b. Usingthe expression j = q+112 one �nds that j has a zero of order one at �. Thusj is a bijetive analyti map on the rigid analyti aÆne line over K1 with asimple zero at �. Let z denote a oordinate of this aÆne line with z(�) = 0.Then j is equal to a onvergent power seriesPn>0 anzn with a1 6= 0. Sine j isbijetive, this expression has only one zero and so Pn>0 anzn�1 has no zeroeson the aÆne line. It is known that the only invertible holomorphi funtions onA1;anK1 are the onstant funtions (see leture 3). ThusPn>0 anzn�1 is onstantand equals a1. This shows that j is an isomorphism. 2Proof. Sketh of the proof of theorem 2.2We �rst observe that the analyti onstrution is given over the �eld K1. Leta Drinfeld module ( ;L; S) of type Y and level n be given in the ategory ofthe rigid analyti spaes over K1. This means that S is a rigid analyti spaeover K1, that L is an analyti line bundle over S and that there is given a8



Drinfeld module of rank two on L, of type Y with a level n- struture. It hasto be shown that there exists a unique analyti mapf : S ! Gl(Y )n(
�Gl(n�1Y=Y )suh that f transports the Drinfeld module above Gl(Y )n(
�Gl(n�1Y=Y ) toone above S whih is isomorphi to the given one (by a uniquely determinedisomorphism).We will restrit ourselves to the ase A = Fq [T ℄ and some level n generatedby a polynomial f of degree � 1. Write M(n) for the spaeGl(A2)n(
�Gl(n�1A2=A2)) = [�2�(Gl(A2; n)n
)� �;and M(1) for PGl(A2)n
. On M(n) the group Gl(2; A=n)=F�q ats in the ob-vious way and the quotient by this ation is M(1).Let a Drinfeld module  with level n-struture above a rigid spae S (over K1)be given. We have to onstrut an analyti map S !M(n) with the requiredproperties. Using the j-invariant of this Drinfeld module and proposition 2.4one �nds an analyti map f : S !M(1). We note further that the line bundleL is trivial sine the level n-struture provides a nowhere vanishing setion of L.Let S0 be the �bered produt of S and M(n) over M(1). The projetionpr1 : S0 ! S is �nite and S is in fat the quotient of S0 under the ation ofGl(2; A=n)=F�q on S0. Further pr1 indues a Drinfeld struture pr�1 on S0 (withrespet to the trivial line bundle). The seond projetion pr2 : S0 !M(n) in-dues a Drinfeld struture pr�2� on S0 (again with respet to the trivial linebundle). For eah point of S0 the two Drinfeld strutures are isomorphi. Thisimplies that ker(pr�1 f ; OS0)=ker(pr�2�f ; OS0). Let us denote this onstant sub-sheaf of OS0 by L.From the level struture on S we obtain an isomorphism of onstant sheavesI1 : n�1A2=A2 ! L and from the level struture on M(n) one obtains anotherisomorphism of onstant sheaves I2 : n�1A2=A2 ! L. This indues an automor-phism of the onstant sheaf n�1A2=A2 on S0. This automorphism is a setion� of the onstant sheaf Gl(2; A=n) on S0. Then S0 an be written as a disjointunion [S0g , over the elements g of the group Gl(2; A=n). The subspae S0g is thesubset of S0 where � is equal to g. The group Gl(2; A=n), ating on S0, permutesthe S0g as follows: h(S0g) = S0hg. It follows from this that eah pr1 : S0g ! S is anisomorphism. In partiular, the isomorphism pr1 : S01 ! S indues a morphismS !M(n) whih has the required properties as one easily veri�es. 2Corollary 2.4 Assume that the group Gl(Y; n) has no �xed points for its a-tion on 
. Let M2Y (n) denote the moduli spae for Drinfeld A-modules of ranktwo with level struture n and type Y .9



Then the analyti spae over K1 assoiated to the aÆne algebrai urveM2Y (n)
AK1 together with its Drinfeld module and level n-struture is isomorphi toMY (n) with its Drinfeld module and level n-struture.Proof. Generalities about representable funtors imply that the analyti�ationof M2Y (n)
AK1 with its Drinfeld module and level struture is also universalin the rigid ategory. This yields the isomorphism of the orollary. 23 Compatifying Gl(Y; n)n
As a didatial exursion we reall �rst the ompati�ation of the lassialmodular urve. The notation of setion 1 will be used.3.1 Compatifying �(n)nHThe integer n is supposed to be � 3. Sine all the omponents of the urveY (n) are isomorphi we may restrit our attention to the omponent �(n)nH.This objet is an aÆne nonsingular irreduible urve over C . Its ompati�a-tion �(n)nH is simply the orresponding projetive nonsingular urve. The newpoints are alled the usps.Eah rational point on the \boundary" of H, i.e. an element of P1(Q) =Q [ f1g, produes a usp of �(n)nH. The simplest usp to onsider is 1. A\horiyle neighbourhood" of 1 is the set U := fz 2 C j im(z) > rg. For r � 1one has:Two points u1; u2 2 U are equivalent under the ation of �(n) if and only ifthey are equivalent under the ation of the subgroupHn = f� 1 na0 1 � j a 2 Zg of �(n):The image of U in �(n)nH is therefore isomorphi to HnnU . The last spae isisomorphi to fq 2 C j 0 < jqj < r0g (for some r0) by means of the exponentialmap z 2 U 7! q = e2�iz=n. The omplex analyti way to ompatify �(n)nH atthe usp 1 onsists of gluing fq 2 C j jqj < r0g to �(n)nH over the open subsetHnnU �= fq 2 C j 0 < jqj < r0g.The group �(1) = PGl(2;Z) has only one usp. Therefore the usps of �(n)are onjugated under the ation of �(1). This has the onsequene that the setof usps of �(n) an be identi�ed with �(n)nP1(Q).Above the urve Y (n) (or above the more restrited urve �(n)nH) there isa universal family of ellipti urves with full level n-struture. One an extend10



this family by plaing a \generalized ellipti" urve above every usp. In the aseof the usp1, onsidered above, this would mean that one has to �nd out whatthe natural extension of the ellipti family above HnnU �= fq 2 C j 0 < jqj < r0gto q = 0 is.This family is essentially the \Tate ellipti urve" C ((q))�=fqnaj a 2 Zg,whih has the aÆne equation y2 + xy = x3 + Bx + C where B;C 2 qnC [[qn ℄℄.Using this equation one an see the Tate-urve as a losed subset of P2C[[q℄℄ .Above the open subset q 6= 0 it is a honest ellipti urve. The �bre for q = 0 isequal to a rational urve with an ordinary double point (i.e. given by the aÆneequation y2 + xy = x3). After deleting the double point (i.e. the point (0; 0))one �nds a group struture and this group is the multipliative group Gm overC . This is not quite the orret objet to put above the usp, sine the groupof the n-torsion points Gm[n℄ of Gm is too small.The remedy onsists of replaing the Tate urve by its N�eron model (orequivalently blowing up the double point a number of times). This N�eron modelis obtained by dividing out a anonial model for the multipliative group overthe �eld C ((q)), with respet to its valuation ring C [[q℄℄, by the ation of qn.The �bre at q = 0 is the \generalized ellipti urve" ~E that �ts into this familyof ellipti urves with level n.We will now desribe ~E. As an algebrai variety, ~E is an n-gon of projetivelines over C . After deleting the n ordinary double points of ~E one obtains agroup ~E� whih is isomorphi to the produt Gm � Z=nZ. The group of then-torsion points ~E�[n℄ of ~E� is isomorphi to n�1Z2=Z2. A level n-strutureon the generalized ellipti urve is an isomorphism n�1Z2=Z2 ! ~E�[n℄. Thegeneralized ellipti urve has automorphisms. An automorphism will be an iso-morphism f : ~E ! ~E whih respets the group law on ~E�. It is not diÆult tosee that the group of automorphisms is generated by the two elements:(1) i : a 7! a�1 on ~E�, extended in the obvious way to ~E.(2) � : ~E� ! ~E�, extended in the obvious way to ~E, where �(a; i) = (a�i; i)with � a primitive nth root of unity, a 2 Gm; i 2 Z=nZ.Thus the group of automorphisms of the generalized ellipti urve has order 2n.Now one an ount the number of usps in two ways. The �rst methodounts the number of level n strutures on the generalized ellipti urve. Thisnumber is learly #Gl(n�1Z2=Z2)2n .The other method is to ount the number of usps of Y (n) as the number of theomponents of Y (n) (i.e. �(n)) multiplied by the number of usps of �(n)nH(i.e. the ardinal of �(n)nP1(Q)). Those two numbers are equal as they shouldbe. We refer to [D-R℄ for more details. In the exposition above we have de-11



sribed the situation over the �eld of omplex numbers. In leture 9 we willontinue the desription of the usps of modular urves and N�eron models ofthe Tate urve over a general base ring.3.2 Desribing the usps of Gl(Y; n)n
A onsequene of 2.5 is that Gl(Y; n)n
 is the analyti�ation of a (smooth,onneted) aÆne urve over K1. This algebrai urve has a natural ompati-�ation to a projetive urve. The analyti�ation of the latter is of ourse equalto the analyti ompati�ation of Gl(Y; n)n
 as rigid analyti spae. The newpoints are alled the usps of Gl(Y; n)n
 (or of Gl(Y; n)). Thus the existene ofthis analyti ompati�ation follows from the algebrai situation. However wewill desribe the analyti ompati�ation of Gl(Y; n)n
 in more detail. Theanalyti ompati�ation is also useful for the onstrution of the loal param-eters at the usps.An element g 2 PGl(2;K1); g 6= 1, is alled paraboli if g has only one�xed point in P1(C). Suh a g an be represented by a matrix having the singleeigenvalue 1. As a onsequene, the order of a paraboli element is p. Conversely,an element of order p is a paraboli element. Let � denote a disrete subgroupof PGl(2;K1). A point of P1(C) will be alled a paraboli point of � if it isthe �xed point of in�nitely many paraboli elements of �. Suh a point belongsto P1(K1). We will now investigate the paraboli points of PGl(Y ).Lemma 3.1(1) Let � be a subgroup of �nite index in PGl(Y ). Then the set of parabolipoints of � is equal to P1(K).(2) There is a natural bijetion PGl(Y )nP1(K)! Pi(A).Proof. (1) Two groups � and �0 have the same set of paraboli points if �\ �0is a subgroup of �nite index in both � and �0. It suÆes therefore to onsiderY = A2 and the group � := PGl(A2). Any paraboli point lies in P1(K) sineit is the �xed point of a paraboli element in PGl(2;K). It is further lear that0 and 1 are paraboli points. Let � 2 K;� 6= 0. Choose any  2 A;  6= 0 suhthat � 2 A and �2 2 A. Then � is the �xed point of the paraboli element� �� 1 ��2 ��� 1 �. This shows that � is a paraboli point.(2) Y is onsidered as a projetive rank two A-submodule of K2. Every pointof P1(K) is represented by a line L � K2. We assoiate to L the lass inPi(A) of the rank one projetive module L \ Y . For every g 2 PGl(Y ), onehas gL \ Y = g(L \ Y ). Hene L and gL have the same image in Pi(A).12



Let the two lines L1; L2 have the same image in Pi(A). The projetive sub-modules Li\Y are diret fators of Y . Thus we an write Y = (L1\Y )�M1 =(L2 \ Y ) �M2. Sine L1 \ Y �= L2 \ Y , also M1 �= M2. This leads to anautomorphism g of Y with g(L1 \ Y ) = (L2 \ Y ) and gM1 = M2. Thus wefound an injetive map PGl(Y )nP1(K)! Pi(A).Finally, let M be a rank one projetive module representing an element ofPi(A). ThenM� (M�1
N) �= Y = A�N , sine the determinants of the twomodules are isomorphi. Let B � Y be the image of M under an isomorphismand put L =: K 
B � K 
 Y = K2. Then L 2 P1(K) is mapped to the lassof M in Pi(A). 2Proposition 3.2 Let � be a subgroup of �nite index in PGl(Y ). There is abijetive map from �nP1(K) to the set of usps of �.Proof. We will sketh the proof. A full proof an be obtained by using [S℄.Every point of P1(K) is represented by a line L = Ke � K2. This line induesan end, alled end(L) in the tree T , whih an be represented by the sequeneof modules Oe+ Y � Oe+ �Y � Oe+ �2Y � : : : (see the letures 6 and 7).Let the subgroup H � � onsist of the matries h in � � PGl(Y ) with h(e) = eand det(h) = 1. As we have seen this is an in�nite group onsisting of parabolielements (indeed, L is a paraboli point). It is not diÆult to show that end(L)has the property:For large n;m the modules Oe+ �nY and Oe+ �mY are �-equivalent onlyif n = m.Thus the image of end(L) in �nT is also an end of �nT . This provides aninjetive map from �nP1(K) to the ends of �nT .It is more diÆult to see that this map is surjetive. The struture ofPGl(Y )nT is ompletely given in [S℄. In partiular, he shows that the ends ofPGl(Y )nT are in one-to-one orrespondene with the elements of Pi(A). Thisimplies the statement for the group PGl(Y ).Let � � PGl(Y ) be a normal subgroup of �nite index. The fator groupPGl(Y )=� ats on the graph �nT . The obvious map pr : �nT ! Gl(Y )nT , isjust the quotient map under the ation of PGl(Y )=�. The map from P1(K) tothe ends of �nT is surjetive, sine the mapP1(K)! the ends of �nT ! the ends of PGl(Y )nT is surjetive.For any subgroup � � PGl(Y ) of �nite index, there is a normal subgroup�0 � PGl(Y ) of �nite index whih is ontained in �. ThenP1(K)! the ends of �0nT ! the ends of �nT is surjetive.13



2RemarkIn the ase of the standard example A = Fq [T ℄, we have already shown thatPGl(2; A)n
 has one usp. The more ompliated results of [S℄ are not neededin this ase.3.3 The analyti ompati�ation of the urve �n
� is supposed to be a subgroup of �nite index in PGl(Y ). The aim is to om-patify the rigid analyti spae �n
 by \adding" a point for eah end of thegraph �nT . Thus we have to \add a point" for every element of �nP1(K). Theidea is the following.An element  of �nP1(K) is represented by a paraboli point Ke 2 P1(K).One onsiders the subgroup H of � onsisting of the matries h in � � PGl(Y )with h(Ke) = Ke. One onstruts a suitable subset U of 
 (alled a \horiyleneighbourhood of the usp") with the properties:U is (setwise) invariant under H. Let u1; u2 2 U and let g 2 � satisfyg(u1) = u2, then g 2 H.In other words, the image of U in �n
 is isomorphi to HnU . It is shownthat there is an isomorphism f : ~U := HnU ! fz 2 Cj 0 < jzj � 1g. The diskfz 2 Cj jzj � 1g is glued to �n
 using f. This is done for every  2 �nP1(K).The result is an analyti spae �n
 whih is proper and smooth over K1. Therigid analyti version of GAGA states that �n
 is the analyti�ation of a smoothprojetive onneted urve over K1. The loal parameter of this urve at theusp  is the funtion f.We will now give some more information about this horiyle neighbour-hood. For notational onveniene, we suppose that Ke is the point at 1. Thegroup H onsists of ertain (lasses of) matries � a b0 d �. The subgroup H0of H of the matries with a = d = 1 is a normal subgroup and H=H0 is a�nite yli group. The group H0 an be identi�ed with an in�nite disrete sub-group of K � K1. It has the property that H0nK1 is a ompat set. For theonstrution of the admissible subset U � 
 we will use again the real valuedfuntion d( ) on 
 given by d(z) = minfjz + �j j � 2 K1g. (See leture 7)Lemma 3.3 There exists an element r 2 jK�1j suh that the \horiyle neigh-bourhood of 1", i.e. the admissible subset U := fz 2 
j d(z) � rg of 
, has the14



properties:U is (setwise) invariant under H.Let u1; u2 2 U and g 2 � be suh that g(u1) = u2, then g 2 H.Proof. This is a ombinatorial exerise. See [G-vdP℄. 2The quotient spae H0nU an be identi�ed with a subset of the quotientspae H0nC. The latter is isomorphi with C. Indeed, the funtioneH0(z) = z Yh2H0; h 6=0(1� zh )is known to be a surjetive homomorphism of C ! C with kernel H0 (See le-ture 3). Thus eH0 provides an analyti isomorphism of H0nC with C. Usingthat H0nK1 is ompat one an show that the image of U under eH0 is equalto fz 2 Cj r0 � jzjg for some r0 2 jK�1j. This proves that H0nU is isomorphito fz 2 Cj 0 < jzj � 1g. The ation of the yli group H=H0 on this spae ismultipliation of z by roots of unity. We onlude that also HnU is isomorphito fz 2 Cj 0 < jzj � 1g.The funtion e�mH0 , where m is the order of H=H0, is de�ned and analytion �n
 in some neighbourhood of the usp 1. It has a zero of order one at theusp 1 and an be taken as loal parameter at the usp 1.This �nishes the onstrution of the analyti ompati�ation of �n
.4 The standard exampleWe onsider here A = Fq [T ℄ and the level is given by f 2 A, a moni polynomialof degree n.4.1 The number of uspsThe alulation of the number of usps for the group �(f) := Gl(A2; (f)) �Gl(2; A) is somewhat deliate. First of all, in the ase f = 1 there is only oneusp. Indeed, PGl(2; A) and also Sl(2; A) ats transitively on P1(K).Let f of degree � 1 have the deomposition f = fd11 : : : fdss , with f1; : : : ; fsdistint moni irreduible polynomials of degrees ni. The degree of f is n =P dini. 15



Note that P1(K) is the orbit of 1 under Sl(2; A). Hene we an identifyP1(K) with Sl(2; A)=H , where H is the group of the matries of the form� a b0 a�1 �, with b 2 A and a 2 A�. The set of usps of the ongruenesubgroup �(f) is then equal to the family of double osets fg 2 Sl(2; A)j g �1 mod fgnSl(2; A)=H .The map Sl(2; A) ! Sl(2; A=Af) is surjetive. Hene our set of usps is equalto Sl(2; A=Af)=H1, where H1 is the image of H in Sl(2; A=Af). The group H1is equal to the group of matriesf� a b0 a�1 � j a 2 F�q ; b 2 A=Afg:It is known that Sl(2; A=Af) is isomorphi to the produt Qsi=1 Sl(2; A=Afdii ).The number of elements of eah fator is equal to q3nidi(1� q�2ni). Countingleads to the following formula for the number of usps of �(f):q2nq � 1 sYi=1(1� q�2ni):The omplete Drinfeld modular urve Gl(A2)n(
 � Gl(f�1A2=A2) ) has#(A=fA)�=F�q onneted omponents, eah one isomorphi to �(f)n
. Andthus the number of usps of this urve isQsi=1(qni � 1)qni(di�1)q � 1 � q2nq � 1 sYi=1(1� q�2ni):4.2 Ellipti points and a formula for the genusThe overingX(f) := Gl(A2; (f))n
! X(1) := PGl(2; A)n
 �= P1K1an be used to �nd the formula for the genus of the urveGl(A2; (f))n
. The de-gree d of the morphism is equal to the order of the group Gl(A2; (f))nPGl(A2),whih is also equal to the order of the group Sl(2; A=(f)). This gives a formulafor the degreed = q3n sYi=1(1� q�2ni):Above the point 1 of X(1) there are the de usps, where e denotes the rami�-ation of any usp of X(f) above 1 2 X(1). The stabilizer of the usp 1 ofX(f) has the formf� 1 b0 d � jd 2 F�q ; b 2 A=(f)g16



This implies that e = (q � 1)qn and that the number of usps of X(f) is equalto d(q�1)qn . We have already found this number.The ontribution B of the usp 1 of X(f) for the Riemann-Hurwitz-Zeuthen formula an be found by onsidering the morphism P1K1 ! P1K1obtained by dividing the �rst projetive line by a group of the formf� 1 b0 d � jd 2 F�q ; b 2Wg;whereW � K1 is a linear subspae over Fq of dimension n. In this situation,1is the only point above1 and gives a ontribution B for the Riemann-Hurwitz-Zeuthen formula. The points of W are rami�ed points of order q � 1. There isno further rami�ation. This leads to �2 = �2(q � 1)qn + qn(q � 2) + B andthus B = qn+1 � 2.The �xed points in 
 for the group PGl(2; A) are alled the \ellipti points"of 
 (we deviate here somewhat from the lassial use of the expression \elliptipoint"). Take a point b 2 Fq2 n Fq . This is an ellipti point. Its stabilizer is ayli group of order q+1. Any other ellipti point of 
 is PGl(2; A)-equivalentto b. Let � denote the image of b in the urve X(1). Then the points of X(f)whih lie above � 2 X(1) are rami�ed with order q+1. Their number is learlydq+1 and their ontribution in the Riemann-Hurwitz-Zeuthen formula is dqq+1 .Let g denote the genus of X(f). Aording to the Riemann-Hurwitz-Zeuthen formula one has 2g � 2 = �2d + dqq+1 + d(qn+1�2)qn(q�1) . This gives theformulag = 1 + q2n(qn � q � 1)q2 � 1 sYi=1(1� q�2ni):4.3 The Drinfeld module with level f at a uspThe universal Drinfeld module with level f -struture above the spaeGl(A2)n(
 �Gl(f�1A2=A2)), onstruted in theorem 2.2, extends in a ertainway to the usps. In this setion we study this extension. The usps are equiv-alent under the automorphisms of this urve. Hene it suÆes to onsider theusp at 1 of the urve X(f), whih is the ompati�ation of Gl(A2; (f))n
.Our �rst onern is to �nd out in what sense the Drinfeld struture � ex-tends at 1. Let usps denote the set of the usps of the urve X(f). Theonstrution of theorem 2.2 produes a line bundle, whih we will denote by L,on X(f)nusps and a homomorphism � : A ! End(L). We want to extend17



this line bundle L and the homomorphism � to all of X(f). It suÆes to de-sribe this extension at the usp 1.Let us �rst onsider the ase f = 1.As we know, the usp has the following desription. Consider the horiyleneighbourhood at 1, i.e. U = f!j d(!) � Rg � 
 (for some R > 1), and putH := f! 7! �! + �j � 2 F�q ; � 2 Ag:The spae HnU � X(1) an be identi�ed with f 2 Cj0 < jj � rg for somer > 0 be means of the loal parameter t at 1 2 X(1). The loal parameter thas the formt(!) = f! Ya2A;a6=0(1� !a )g1�q:The ation of H on the trivial line bundle U �C is given as h(!; z) = (h(!); z).Hene the restrition of L to HnU oinides with the struture sheaf. The ex-tension of L to f 2 Cj jj � rg is hosen to be again the struture sheaf.In order to �nd the extension of � above f 2 Cj jj � rg we onsider againthe funtione(!; z) = z Y(a;b)6=(0;0)(1� za! + b ) = z(1�Xm�1 smzm(q�1))�1;where sm =P(a;b)6=(0;0) 1(a!+b)m(q�1) .This funtion and the sm are invariant under the group H . Hene smis a onvergent Laurent series in t. In fat sm is holomorphi at t = 0 andsm(t = 0) 6= 0. Indeed, for (a; b) 2 A2; (a; b) 6= (0; 0), one has ja! + bj � jajif a 6= 0 and ja! + bj � jbj if a = 0. Hene, eah term 1(a!+b)m(q�1) of sm hasabsolute value � 1. As a onsequene sm is bounded on U and has as funtionof t no pole at t = 0. The limit of sm(!) for ! ! 1; ! 2 U is the expres-sion Pb2A; b 6=0 1bm(q�1) . This is the value of sm at t = 0. One easily sees thatjsm(t = 0) + 1j < 1.Also the funtion e(!; z) an therefore be seen as a holomorphi funtionof the two variables t; z. The value of e for t = 0 is equal to zQb2A;b 6=0(1� zb ).This is the \Carlitz exponential funtion" of the rank one lattie A � C.The Drinfeld module of rank two above HnU is determined by �T = T + 1� +2�2 with 1 = (T q � T )s1 and some 2. We know that the j-funtion j = q+112has a pole of order 1 at t = 0. Thus 2 has a zero of order 1 at t = 0. Further 118



is not zero at t = 0. We onlude that � : A! End(L) has a natural extensionat the usp 1 and that �(t = 0) is the rank one Drinfeld module orrespondingto the lattie A � C.The ase where the level is given by a moni polynomial f 2 A of degreen � 1.The group Hf is de�ned as f! 7! ! + bj b 2 Afg. The spae HfnU is alsoisomorphi to f 2 Cj 0 < jj � rg (for some r > 0). This isomorphism is givenby the loal parameter tf of X(f) at the usp 1. This loal parameter is givenby the formulatf = (! Yb2(f);b 6=0(1� !b ))�1:Again 1; 2 are holomorphi funtions of tf , 1 is not zero for tf = 0. Fur-ther 2 has a zero of order (q � 1)qn at tf = 0 sine the ram�ation index ofX(f) ! X(1) at the point 1 2 X(f) is equal to (q � 1)qn. We note that thisis also the index of Hf in H . We onlude that the Drinfeld module of ranktwo above X(f) n fuspsg has an extension to all of X(f) as a \stable Drinfeldmodule". The last expression means that at any usp the rank of the Drinfeldmodule is equal to 1.We now investigate the level f -struture. Above U the kernel of �f isisomorphi to the onstant sheaf f�1A2=A2. Its generators as A=(f)-moduleare the funtions e(!; 1f ) and e(!; !f ). Both funtions are invariant under Hf .For the �rst funtion this is lear. For the seond one, this follows from:e(! + bf; ! + bff ) = e(!; ! + bff ) = e(!; !f ) + e(!; b) = e(!; !f ):Hene both funtions are de�ned on HfnU and are Laurent series in tf . The�rst funtion e(!; 1f ) an be written in the form1f (1�Xm�1 smfm(1�q))�1:This is learly holomorphi and nonzero at tf = 0. This funtion generates aonstant subsheaf (isomorphi to f�1A=A and moreover a diret summand) ofthe onstant sheaf ker�f above HfnU . This subsheaf extends as a onstantsubsheaf (isomorphi to f�1A=A) of the struture sheaf on f 2 Cj jj � rg.(i.e. it extends at tf = 0). 19



The seond generator of the level struture e(!; !f ) an be written as!f Y(1� !=fa! + b ):On the subset of U given by d(!) = j!j � R, the absolute value of the expressionabove an be given asj!jjf j Yb2A; b 6=0; jbf j<j!j j !bf j:For ! as above, the funtion 1f tf (!)�1 = !f Qb2A; b 6=0(1 � !bf ) has the sameabsolute value. It follows that e(!; !f ) has a pole of order 1 at tf = 0.We investigate now the behaviour of the more general expression e(!; !+df ),with ; d polynomials of degree < n. (Again n denotes the degree of f).This expression is a Fq-linear ombination of the terms vi := e(!; T i!f ) andwj := e(!; T jf ) for 0 � i; j < n. We have shown that the order of v0 at the uspis �1. Further we know that �T = T + 1� + 2�2 with 1 invertible at the uspand the order of 2 at the usp is qn(q�1). It follows from this that the order ofvi at the usp is �qi�1 and that the wj have no poles at the usp. We onludethat the order of e(!; !+df ) at the usp is � 0 if and only if  = 0 and that for 6= 0 of degree i this order is �qi�1.What we have found is a rank two Drinfeld module over K1[[tf ℄℄ given by�T = T + 1� + 2�2 with the following properties:1. 1; 2 2 K1[[tf ℄℄ have orders 0 and qn(q � 1)2. ker(�f ;K1((tf )) ) is isomorphi to the A-module (f�1A=A)2.3. ker(�f ;K1[[tf ℄℄ ) is isomorphi to the A-module f�1A=A.We will all this struture a Tate-Drinfeld module (rank two and level f ) overthe �eld K1. In leture 9, a \universal" Tate-Drinfeld module (rank two andlevel f) will be onstruted.4.4 Geometri interpretation at a uspIn the following the valuation of the �eld K1 will play no role. The �eldL := K1((tf )) is onsidered as a disrete valued �eld. Its valuation ring isR := K1[[tf ℄℄. 20



The Tate-Drinfeld module above will be given a geometri interpretation. Wewill desribe this by using the rigid analyti terminology. The algebrai oun-terpart will be explained in leture 9.The aÆne line over L is replaed by the projetive line P1L. The ring A ats,via �, on the aÆne part of this projetive line. We are interested in the setF := ker(�f ; L) [ f1g � P1L. The projetive line P1L is onsidered as a rigidanalyti spae over the disrete valued �eld L. The obvious redution (see le-ture 6) of this spae is the projetive line over the residue �eld, i.e. K1, of L.On this redution � has rank one and many elements of F are mapped to thepoint 1 of P1K1 . We would like to �nd another redution of the analyti spaeP1L suh that the images of the points of F are distint. We will briey explainthe onept of redutions.4.4.1 RedutionsThe anonial redution of an aÆnoid spaeX = max(B), where B is an aÆnoidalgebra over a omplete valued �eld L is the aÆne spae �X = max( �B) over theresidue �eld l of L. We reall that �B = Bo=Boo with Bo = fb 2 Bj kbksp � 1gand Boo = fb 2 Bj kbksp < 1g. Let X : X ! �X denote the (anonial)redution map.For a general rigid spae X we all a overing U = fUigi2I pure (or formal) ifthe following holds:1. Eah Ui is aÆnoid and the overing U is admissible.2. For eah pair Ui; Uj suh that Ui \ Uj 6= ; there is a Zariski open subsetVi;j � �Ui suh that Ui \ Uj is the preimage of Vi;j under the anonialredution map Ui : Ui ! �Ui.The redution of X with respet to this pure overing U is denoted by (X;U). Itis de�ned as the gluing of the aÆne spae �Ui over the open subsets Vi;j . Thereis a redution map rU : X ! (X;U), whih is obtained by gluing the redutionmaps Ui .The \obvious" redution of P1L is given byU = ffz 2 P1Lj jzj � 1g; fz 2 P1Lj jzj � 1gg:The spae (P1L;U) is equal to the projetive line over the residue �eld l. Theredution map rU : P1L ! P1l is given by rU : (x0 : x1) 7! (�x0 : �x1), where thex0; x1 are hosen suh that max(jx0j; jx1j) = 1.21



For ertain pure �nite aÆnoid overings U of P1L one has a orrespondinganalyti redution (P1L;U) whih is a tree of projetive lines over the residue�eld of L. By indution on the ardinality of F one an show the followingstatement:Lemma 4.1 For any �nite set F (with ardinality � 3) of points in P1(L) thereis a unique redution map rU (the overing U is not quite unique) suh that:(1) The spae (P1L;U) is a tree of lines over the residue �eld of L.(2) rU is injetive on F and rU (F ) ontains no double point.(3) On every irreduible omponent of (P1L;U) there are at least three speialpoints. Here speial point means either a double point or an element in rU (F ).In the terminology of [G-H-vdP℄, (P1L;U) with the set of points rU (F ) is a stable#F -pointed tree.The algebrai version of this lemma reads as follows:There is a model M over the valuation ring R of L suh that1. M is projetive and at over R.2. M 
 L �= P1L.3. The speial �breMs =M 
 l is a tree of lines over the residue �eld l of L.4. The map r : P1L(L) =M(R)!Ms(l) is the redution map.5. r is injetive on F and r(F ) ontains no double point of Ms.6. On every irreduible omponent of Ms there are at least three speialpoints (i.e. double points or points of r(F )).The lemma is applied to the �eld Fq(x) with as valuation ring the loal ringat x = 0, i.e. the loal ring Fq[x℄(x). For the set F we hoosefFq + Fqx�1 + Fqx�q + : : :+ Fqx�qn�1g [ f1g:Let RT = RT (q; n) denote the redution given by the lemma. We will desribeRT in more detail.Eah projetive line in RT is identi�ed with P1Fq in a suitable way. Theintersetion graph G of RT is by de�nition the graph with verties the irreduibleomponents of RT and with edges the double points of RT .There is one vertex of G, the \root" R, whih has q edges. This root is theirreduible omponent on whih the image of 1 lies. The image of 1 2 S22



is the in�nite point of R. The q edges orrespond to the intersetion of theline R with the other irreduible omponents of RT . The points of intersetionon R are the points Fq � R. A neighbour of R an be labelled as Va1 , witha1 2 Fq , aording to the point of intersetion R. The point of intersetion ofVa1 with R is, as point on Va1 , the in�nite point. Eah Va1 has q new neighboursorresponding to the new double points whih form the set Fq � Va1 . The newneighbours of Va1 an be labelled by Va1;a2 with a2 2 Fq , aording to theirpoint of intersetion on Va1 . This point, seen as a point of Va1;a2 , is the in�nitepoint. And so on. We stop at the nth level. The following piture illustratesthe situation for q = 2 and n = 2.qqq qq q qq q1
RV0;0 V0;1V0 V1V1;1 V1;0

gRq���� AAAAgV0 gV1���� BBBB ���� BBBBgq qV0;0 gq qV0;1 gq qV1;0 gq qV1;1Now we introdue the following de�nition. Let k be any �eld ontainingFq . The q; n-rooted tree over k is the k-sheme RT (q; n)
Fq k.4.4.2 Struture on the redution BWe apply lemma 4.1 to the subset F = ker(�f ; L)[f1g of P1L(L). Let us writer : P1L ! B for the orresponding redution. The set F is rather speial, apartfrom 1 it onsists ofker(�f ; R) + Fqv + Fq�T (v) + : : :+ Fq(�T )n�1v;with v = e(!; !f ). The order of (�T )iv is equal to �qi for i = 0; : : : ; n� 1. It isa ombinatorial exerise to show that the data of F imply that B is isomorphito RT (q; n)s 
K1, the q; n-rooted tree over K1.The point1 is mapped (under r) to (the projetive line orresponding with)the root R. The other points of F are mapped to the end verties Va1;:::;an . Onean hoose the labelling of the verties of G suh that the pointsker(�f ; R) + anv + an�1�T (v) + : : :+ a1(�T )n�1v23



are mapped to the (projetive line orresponding to the) vertex Va1;:::;an .The redution B has muh more struture. Let B� denote the open subsetof B obtained be deleting all the lines on whih no points of ker(�f ; L) lie.B� is the disjoint union of aÆne lines over K1 (orresponding to the vertiesVa1;:::;an). The line whih ontains the images of ker(�f ; R) is denoted by B��(orresponding to the vertex V0;:::;0).The preimage r�1(B�) is the aÆnoid subsetfz 2 Lj jzj � 1g+ Fqv + Fq�T (v) + : : :+ Fq(�T )n�1vof P1L. Further r�1(B��) is equal to fz 2 Lj jzj � 1g. In fat r�1(B�) andr�1(B��) are aÆnoid subgroups of A1L. Hene B� and B�� are algebrai groupsover the residue �eld K1. The seond group is the additive group over K1and has a Drinfeld struture of rank one indued by �. The algebrai group B�is isomorphi to B�� � f�1A=A and has therefore an A-ation indued by theDrinfeld struture on B�� and the obvious ation on f�1A=A.We note that the A-module of the f -torsion points of B� is equal to the imageof ker(�f ; L). We note further that the group law B� �B� ! B� extends in aunique way to an algebrai group ation B� � B ! B. Indeed, the group lawr�1(B�)� r�1(B�)! r�1(B�) extends to a group ation r�1(B�)�P1L ! P1L,whih respets the pure overing and indues the required algebrai group ationon the redution.4.4.3 Generalized Drinfeld modules over a �eldThe alulations above onerning the redution B lead to a de�nition. Let kbe any �eld whih has an A-algebra struture. Fix a level (f) of degree n. Ageneralized Drinfeld module (of rank two and with level (f)) is a speial q; n-rooted tree N over k with the additional struture:(1) Let N� be the open subset obtained by deleting all the lines of N whih arenot orresponding to end verties. Then N� is given a struture of an algebraigroup over k for whih it is isomorphi to the ommutative algebrai groupGa;k � f�1A=A.(2) The ation N� �N� ! N� extends to an algebrai ation N� �N ! N .(3) The omponent N�� of the identity of N� has the struture of a rank oneDrinfeld module  : A ! EndFq (N��). The kernel of  f ating upon N�� isisomorphi to f�1A=A. 24



Let N1; N2 be two generalized Drinfeld modules (of rank two and with level(f)). An isomorphism h : N1 ! N2 is an isomorphism of shemes over k suhthat h : N�1 ! N�2 is an isomorphism of algebrai groups and ommutes withthe A-ation.Suppose that the �eld k is separably algebraially losed. Then any twogeneralized Drinfeld modules (rank two and level (f)) are isomorphi. Let Ndenote the generalized Drinfeld module. Then ker(f �; N�) is isomorphi to theA-module (f�1A=A)2.It an be seen that the automorphisms h of N are parametrized by thematries � a b0 d � with a; d 2 F�q and b 2 A=fA. For suh a matrix theorresponding h on N� �= k � f�1A=A is given by the formulah(z; gf mod A) = (az + �(bgf ); dgf mod A);where � : f�1A=A! ker(f �; N��) is a hosen isomorphism of A-modules. Thisation h is extended to an isomorphism of the k-sheme N .4.4.4 The universal generalized Drinfeld moduleWe will briey desribe this universal objet whih lives above the ompati�-ation Z := M̂2(f)
K1 of the aÆne modular urve M2(f)
K1 over K1.We have already onstruted the universal Drinfeld module of rank two and withlevel f . (See 2.2 and 2.5) The line bundle L above M2(f) 
 K1 is extendedto a line bundle, also alled L, on the ompati�ation M̂2(f) 
 K1. Using\GAGA" this line bundle is algebrai. We will ontinue the desription in theategory of algebrai varieties over K1.The line bundle L ! Z is made into a bundle of projetive lines, sayPL ! Z, by adding an in�nite setion. The �bre of PL above an ordinarypoint of Z is a projetive line with a Drinfeld struture of rank two and levelf on the orresponding aÆne line. The �bre of PL above a usp does not givethe orret struture. After \blowing up" suitable points of PL above the uspsone obtains a new bundle ~PL ! Z. The �bre above any usp is isomorphiwith the redution B with all its struture, in other words it is a generalizedDrinfeld module (rank two, level f) over the �eld K1. The ring A ats on a bigopen part ~PL� of ~PL (i.e. the omplement of the in�nite setion and for everyusp the irreduible omponents whih are no \end lines").The isomorphism of sheaves of A-modules (f�1A=A)2 ! ker(�f ; L) on the25



open subset M2(f) 
 K1 of Z is extended to an isomorphism (f�1A=A)2 !ker(f �; ~PL�). The universal Drinfeld module of rank two and with level f is theobjet ~PL! Z with the additional data:(1) A struture of algebrai group on ~PL�(2) The group law ~PL� � ~PL� ! ~PL� extends to an algebrai ation ~PL� �~PL! ~PL.(3) An ation of A on ~PL�. Above an ordinary point of Z this omes from aDrinfeld module of rank two. Above a usp the �bre is isomorphi to Ga;K1 �f�1A=A, where the �rst fator has a Drinfeld module struture of rank one.(4) An isomorphism of the onstant sheaf (f�1A=A)2 with ker(f �; ~PL�).For a suitable de�nition of a generalized Drinfeld module (rank two andlevel f) above anyK1-sheme, one an show that the universal Drinfeld moduledesribed above is indeed universal.4.4.5 RemarksOne an desribe the line bundle L on X(f) (whih is a omponent of M̂2(f)
K1) in terms of the usps and the \ellipti points" of X(f). The set of el-lipti points, in our terminology this is the preimage of the point � 2 X(1)under the anonial map X(f)! X(1), will be denoted by ellipti. The term�T 2 End(L) has the form T + 1� + 2�2 with 1 a setion of L1�q and 2a setion of L1�q2 . The setion 1 has zeroes of order one at the set ellipti.Hene L1�q �= O(ellipti).The setion 2 has zeroes of order qn(q � 1) at the set usps. Hene L1�q2 �=O(usps)qn(q�1). We may onlude from this that L1+q �= O(usps)�qn .(There is indeed the possibility of replaing L by L 
M where M is a linebundle of order q � 1. This seems to orrespond with an \automorphy fator"of the form detm). Hene L2 �= O(ellipti)O(usps)�qn .5 Modular formsA modular funtion of weight k and type m for a group � of �nite index inGl(Y ) is a meromorphi funtion f on 
 satisfyingf(az + bz + d ) = (z + d)k(ad� b)�mf(z);for every � a b d � 2 �. For every point  2 P1(K) one onsiders the subgroup� of � onsisting of the matries with a double eigenvalue 1 and having  as26



�xed point.The subgroup �1 an be represented as fz 7! z + hj h 2 Hg, where H � K isa disrete subgroup suh that HnK1 is ompat. Let, as before, eH : C ! Cbe given by the formulaeH(z) = z Yh2H; h 6=0(1� zh ):This funtion identi�es the analyti spae HnC with C. Moreover for suitableR one has that e�1H (R < jzj <1) � 
. The restrition of the modular funtionf to e�1H (R < jzj <1) is H-invariant and is therefore equal to a Laurent seriesin the funtion t = e�1H , i.e. equal to a onvergent in�nte sum P+1n=�1 antn.The modular funtion is alled holomorphi (meromorphi) at the usp 1 ifan = 0 for n < 0 (an = 0 for n << 0 respetively).For any other usp of � represented by a  2 K one hooses a g 2 Gl(2;K)with g(1) = . The modular funtion f is alled holomorphi (meromorphi)at the usp  if the funtion z 7! f(g(z)) is holomorphi (meromorphi) at theusp 1 for the group g�g�1.The modular funtion f is alled a modular form if moreover, f is holomorphion 
 and is holomorphi at the usps of �.ExamplesA meromorphi di�erential form on 
 an be written in the form f(z)dz. Forg = � a b d � 2 Gl(2;K1) one has g(f(z)dz) = f(g(z)) ad� b(z + d)2 dz:Let � be a subgroup of �nite index in Gl(Y ). The di�erential f(z)dz is �-invariant if and only if f is a modular funtion for � of weight 2 and type 1. Inthis ase f(z)dz represents a meromorphi di�erential on �n
. If f is moreovermeromorphi at the usps then f(z)dz extends to an analyti meromorphi dif-ferential on the projetive urve �n
. By GAGA suh a di�erential is also analgebrai meromorphi di�erential.Suppose now that f(z) is a modular form of weight 2 and type 1. Then f(z)dzis a di�erential form on �n
 whih has at most poles at the usps of a presribedorder. The presription of this order depends on the hoie of � � Gl(Y ).A di�erential form of degree k on 
 is an expression f(z)(dz)k. This ex-pression is �-invariant if and only if f is a modular funtion of weight 2k andtype k. An invariant f(z)(dz)k, with f meromorphi on 
 and at the usps, isa meromorphi di�erential of degree k on �n
.The sheaf of the holomorphi di�erential forms on �n
 is a line bundle L. The27



sheaf of the holomorphi forms of degree k is equal to the line bundle Lk. Ina similar way one an onstrut, for any k;m, a line bundle, whih we denotefor the moment by Lk;m, on �n
 suh that the spae of the modular forms ofweight k and type m are setions of this line bundle with presribed poles atthe usps.We ite from [G℄ more preise information:Let � = Gl(Y ). The line bundle of the di�erentials on �n
 is denoted by L.The spae of the modular forms of weight 2k and type k is equal to the setionsof Lk with poles at the usps of order � kqq�1 and at the ellipti points of order� kqq+1 .Let � = �Y (n) with n a proper ideal of A. The line bundle of the di�eren-tials on �n
 is again denoted by L. The spae of the modular forms of weight2k and type k is equal to the setions of Lk with poles at the usps of order � 2k.Referenes[D-R℄ P. Deligne et M. Rapoport - Les sh�emas de modules de ourbes ellip-tiques - In Modular Funtions of One Variable 2, Let. Notes in Math. 349,1973, Springer Verlag.[G℄ E.U. Gekeler - Drinfeld modular urves - Let. Notes in Math. 1231, 1986,Springer Verlag.[G-H-vdP℄ L. Gerritzen, F. Herrlih and M. van der Put - Stable n-pointed treesof projetive lines - Proeedings KNAW series A 91 (2), p. 131-163, 1988.[G-vdP℄ L. Gerritzen and M. van der Put - Shottky groups and Mumford urves- Let. Notes in Math. 817, 1980, Springer Verlag.[S℄ J-P. Serre - Arbres, Amalgames, Sl2 - Ast�erisque 46, 1977.
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